
The Ultimate Guide to Types of Surfboards: From Longboards 
to Shortboards

Surfing is not just a sport; it's a way of life. And at the heart of every surfer's journey is their trusty 
surfboard. Surfboards come in various shapes, sizes, and designs, each serving a unique purpose 
and offering a different riding experience. In this ultimate guide, we will take you on a thrilling ride 
through the world of surfboards, from classic longboards to high-performance shortboards. Whether 
you're a seasoned surfer or just starting your surfing adventure, this comprehensive guide will help 
you navigate the vast array of surfboard types and choose the perfect board for your style and the 
waves you ride.



Longboards:
Longboards are the original and most traditional type of surfboard. Ranging from 8 to 12 feet in length, they 
offer stability, ease of paddling, and a smooth gliding experience. Ideal for beginners, longboards are forgiving 
and provide excellent wave-catching ability. They are also favoured by experienced surfers for their classic 
style and versatility in smaller, slower waves.

Shortboards:
Shortboards are the high-performance machines of the surfing world. Typically ranging from 5 to 7 feet in 
length, these boards are designed for speed, manoeuvrability, and responsive turns. Shortboards excel in 
steep, powerful waves and allow surfers to perform advanced manoeuvres such as aerials and radical turns. 
They require more skill and balance to ride compared to longboards, making them a popular choice among 
experienced surfers.

Fish Boards:
Fish boards are a type of surfboard known for their wider outline, swallowtail shape, and twin fin or quad fin 
setup. These boards are designed to maximise speed and manoeuvrability in smaller or mushy waves. Fish 
boards excel in generating speed quickly and are ideal for surfers who enjoy a playful and fast-paced riding 
style.



Funboards:
Funboards, also known as mini-malibus, bridge the gap between longboards and shortboards. They typically 
range from 6 to 8 feet in length and offer a combination of stability, manoeuvrability, and wave-catching 
ability. Funboards are great for surfers transitioning from longboards to shorter boards or for those who want 
a versatile option that performs well in a variety of wave conditions.

Gun Boards:
Gun boards are specialised surfboards designed for riding big waves. These longer, narrower boards 
(typically 7 to 10 feet) provide the necessary speed and control needed to navigate large, powerful waves. 
Gun boards are the preferred choice of big-wave surfers who seek the ultimate thrill and challenge of riding 
massive walls of water.

Conclusion:
Surfing is a dynamic and exhilarating sport, and choosing the right surfboard is essential for maximising your 
enjoyment and performance in the water. From the classic glide of a longboard to the high-performance 
manoeuvres of a shortboard, the world of surfboards offers endless possibilities. By understanding the 
different types of surfboards available, you can make an informed choice based on your skill level, riding 
style, and the waves you'll be conquering. So grab your board, paddle out, and embrace the waves as you 
embark on an unforgettable surfing adventure with the perfect surfboard by your side
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